
The  
Sonos One 
Stand



Components

1× Vertical

1× Base

1× Collar w/  
Set Screw



Components

1× Speaker Mount

1× Sonos One

1× Hex Tool

1× Screw



1
Connect 
Vertical to 
the Base

Begin by setting the Base  
on a flat surface, near your  
selected power source.

Take the Vertical and slowly  
turn clockwise into the Base  
until tight.



2
Place the One onto the Speaker 
Mount Base, then put the Speaker 
Mount Top into position and tighten 
with the included screw.

Place the 
Sonos One 
into the 
mount
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Once assembled, twist the Collar  
into the threaded insert on the back  
of the Speaker Mount.

Paying attention to the slight angle  
of the Collar set screw, twist the  
Collar until snug, angled upward and 
ready to slide onto the Vertical.

Connect 
the collar 
to the 
Speaker 
Mount



Attach  
the One 
to the 
vertical

4
Gently slide the Collar (and One)  
onto the Vertical and position the  
One at your desired height.

Then, holding the One in place,  
tighten the set screw on the  
back of the Collar with the  
included Hex Tool.



5
Wrap the power cord around  
the Vertical, plug it in and  
let the music play!

You’re 
done!



READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE ASSEMBLY & USE. ADULT ASSEMBLY 
REQUIRED. KEEP SMALL PARTS AND PACKAGING AWAY FROM CHILDREN

NOTES ON USE:
Keep children and others safe by following these simple rules:
Do not allow any child to play on furniture 
Do not allow climbing on any piece of furniture 
Do not allow hanging from any piece of furniture
 

ASSEMBLY:
Use caution when assembling and have someone assist you, if necessary.  
Do not change the specifications or modify this product. Incorrect assembly 
can cause product to fail and cause damage or personal injury. Double 
check that product is assembled correctly and all components are properly 
tightened before use.
 

USAGE:
Remove all packaging before first use. Contact with live electrical voltage 
can cause serious injury and lead to death from electric shock. Failure to 
observe recommended practices can result in unsafe usage conditions and 
product damage or personal injury.

- Do not place speaker near open flames such as candles.
- Keep away from water. There is a risk of electric shock
   if any part of the speaker is submerged in water. 
- Only meant for indoor use.
 

CLEANING/CARE:
Clean stand with a dry or damp lint free cloth.  
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Have a question,  
comment or suggestion?
Just want to say hi?

hello@floydhome.com
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